Bluegame stands out at Palm Beach Boat Show
Meet the striking BGX70, the first crossover of the sea.
Press release, 23rd March 2022. A month after its success in Miami, Bluegame returns to Florida, from 24th
to 27th March, for the last of its events on the American’s East Coast: Palm Beach Boat Show. BGX70 is
entrusted with the task of representing the youngest branch of Sanlorenzo Group at one of the biggest
yachting events in the USA.
Innovation, a common driver in the DNA of Bluegame and Sanlorenzo, is well expressed in the BGX70 both
in the unique and unmistakable exterior design and in the distinct layout, qualities never seen before in a
70-ft yacht. The main deck offers 360° visibility thanks to the large glass surfaces, which create a single
environment, with no interruption of continuity between interior and exterior spaces. The result is a
transversal and profoundly marine yacht giving the impression that what is furnishing the interiors is the
sea itself. This allows a direct connection between the owner and the sea, the favorite element of any
Bluegamer.
Unexpected, sophisticated, cool, BGX70 made her debut in the U.S. market last October. Following the
prestigious prizes that have been awarded to the BGX70 in Europe, Bluegame presented the disruptive
yacht free from conventional categories at the Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show.
In these months, the first model in the BGX range (X stands for cross-over) has attracted a great deal of
interest all over the world. While maintaining the milestones of the BG original Range, BGX70 presents the
added values of large external and enclosed livable areas seamlessly connected.

Such a strong personality that it comments itself:
“I embody the indomitable BGX spirit through a distinctive design combined with cutting-edge technology
and countless innovations. I’m an ambitious, transversal and unexplored concept. I’m conceived for the
Bluegamers who chase a deep connection with the sea”. Says BGX70.
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